Welcome

Welcome to Jun's wiki page, created 12pm on Oct. 4, 2013

The original page is NYUAD. Yes I copied lots of material from this site. I can use html to create a website but have no idea how to upload the css file, thus making the first one look pathetic. So, better idea comes that copy someone's page on Wiki NYU.

What else... Since someone could read this page, I'd better say less than I want to. LOL

I love this job!

And the Google pic is easy to find so...

email me
Jun's NYU email

News and Updates
August 4th E-mail to Students
Thank you for being diligent in completing the various forms and assessments we’ve asked of you over the last few months...More >

Professor Patell’s Lecture
Professor Patell's lecture addressing all of the wonderful questions... More >

Mobile Phone Recommendations
We have just posted detailed recommendations on mobile phones to the... More >

Assessment Exam Results Posted
The results of the assessment exams are now... More >

Course Enrollment Preference Form Now Live
The NYUAD Course Enrollment Preference Form is now live on the Student Portal... More >

Academic Mentors Announced
Please visit Blackboard to find out who has been assigned as your academic mentor... More >

More News
that's right. I didn't change a thing about this part.